...to good ole Humboldt State University. Just think - another whole year of potlucks, makin' fry bread, surprise birthday parties, and then of course a little paper writing, studying and maybe some reading. Whatever the year may bring, we are glad to have you back and hope you enjoyed your vacation.

This year the ITEP NEWSLETTER format will be a little different from the past. Every month, an informal, for-students-only paper will be printed. Since only you students will be reading it, I hope you will make more contributions in the way of articles, ideas, whatever, (maybe even some gossip). Then, once a quarter a more formal newsletter will be sent nationwide to describe the events of the program. Student articles will also be included in this publication. You'll need to select a couple of people who will be responsible for submitting these articles. We hope that this format for the newsletter will make it more responsive to your needs.

**SUMMER SHORTS**

After summer school ended, you all went in a million directions and became involved in new happenings. For example: Rona tried to toast herself by traveling around in 114° weather in the southwestern part of the country. A post card from one of her stops is pinned on the student bulletin board. Loren headed for home where he directed a Johnson O'Malley summer program. He also became the proud father of a baby girl, Tayshu Rae. Howard got himself elected chairman of the Humboldt County Board of the Tri-County Indian Development Council and has been real busy trying to get things organized. Vlayn went to join the mosquitos and did lots of camping. She also made some yellowjacket friends by doing quite a bit of fishing.

Lois D, worked (as usual) for the summer at D.Q. University as Dean of Student Services. Cheryl also earned a few $$ by working at The Emporium in Eureka. Denise worked for ITEP, taught her daughter how to ride her new bike, and did a little sewing and traveling. She attended the Original Native People's Unity in Mt. Shasta. Howard and Cheryl also attended that spiritual conference. Earlier in the summer, Mary, Deanna, Cheryl, Vlayn, Pam, Howard, Lois and Bruce went to the Sun Dance at D.Q. University in Davis. This dance is quite different from any in our area and was quite an event to be a part of (you may attend by invitation only). Mitzi did some 1-o-n-g traveling with her family and went to Georgia. I heard Matthew went home for his vacation. Deanna and Mary also spent time at their homes.

Meanwhile, back at the office, we spent the summer working hard so we would have plenty of things planned for you to do this year (aren't you delighted?). New flooring was installed and some other changes were made to make the office more presentable.

$$$$$$$$$$

In case you haven't heard, your stipend has been increased to $325.00 per month. A $25 increase has also been made in the book allowance.

++ITEP CLUB++

In October, new officers will be elected for the ITEP Club. Be thinking about who would be good candidates for these offices: president, vice-president, secretary/treasurer, and three executive board members. Student reporters for the Newsletter will also be selected in addition to six members for the ITEP Advisory Board.
**NEW STUDENTS**

New ITEP students for this fall are Victorine Billy, Rudy Geary and Juan Laos. Rudy is a graduate student, and Juan and Vicki are sophomores. Rudy comes to us from Davis and Vicki and Juan from our area. Please introduce yourself to these students and make them feel at home.

++FIELDWORK++

Be sure to register for Education 193 for 3 units. The course code number is 013781. The last day to ADD is Friday, October 5.

**CLASS SCHEDULE**

Please fill out the schedule of your classes and give it to Betty Ann by Friday, October 5. The blank forms for this are in the metal tub on her desk.

++DISCUSSION SESSIONS++

Bi-weekly discussion sessions will be held again this year. I will notify you of your day and time. Please write that date on your calendar for the entire quarter so you won't miss any sessions (ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY).

**MAILBOXES**

Be sure to check your ITEP mailbox at least once a week. (Who knows...there might be a hundred dollar bill in yours someday!)

##SPECIAL SERVICES WORKSHOPS##

All ITEP students are urged to take the following Special Services Workshops:

- Oct. 4 12-1pm NHE106 Study Habits & Time Management
- Oct. 9 12-1pm NHE106 Listening & Lecture Note Taking
- Oct. 10 1-2pm NHE106 Reading & Taking Notes from Textbooks
- Oct. 17 1-2pm NHE106 Reading for Speed & Comprehension
- Oct. 29 1-2pm NHE106 Writing a Term Paper

Other workshops to be scheduled include Researching a Term Paper and Test Taking Anxiety. Keep an eye out for the dates on these.

++TUTORS++

If you find yourself in need of a tutor for any of your classes, be sure to contact Special Services right away. For any additional help, see me.

**WORKSHOP**

READING, WRITING & LIFE

Herb Kohl

Ways of relating reading and writing to significant experience, thoughts, and theme in the lives of your students.

- 1 unit
  - Friday, Oct. 5, 7-10 p.m.
  - Saturday, Oct. 6, 9a.m.-4p.m.

Sign up at the Education Department if you are interested. Sounds like a good one!

##QUESTIONS##

Please feel free to ask the ITEP staff any questions you might have about anything. No questions is "dumb" or "stupid". We are here to help you.
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